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UNITED STATES 

,_ 1,640,977 

PATEN T OFFICE. 
MARTIN W. BRUESHABEB, OF CHICAGO, ILIIINOIS, ASSIGNOR TO GOSS PRINTING PRESS 

. ' COMPANY, AUORIPOBATION OF ILLINOIS. ‘ 

PRINTING I'RESS. 

Application ?led August 20, 1924. Serial No. 733,115. 

The invention relates to printing presses, 
and more particularly to reversible driving 
mechanism for rotary web presses. _ 

Objects and advantages‘ of the invent1on 
will be set forth in part hereinafter and in 
part will be obvious herefrom, or may be 
learned by practice with the invention, the 
same being realized and attained by ‘means 
of the instrumentalities and combinations 
pointed out in the appended claims. 
‘The invention consists in the novel parts,’ 

constructions, arrangements, combinat1ons 
and improvements herein shown and de 
scribed. " ' 

The accompanying drawings, referred to 
- herein and constituting a part hereof, illus 
trate one embodiment of the invention, and 
together with the description, serve to ex 
plain the principles of the inventron. 
Of the drawings :~—— ‘ 

. Fig. l is a side elevation, partially dia 
grammatic, of a press constructed in accord 
ance with . the invention; ' 

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic end elevation, 
looking at Fig; 1 from the right; 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary detail, in eleva 
tion, greatly enlarged, of the lower central 
part of Fig. 1; _‘ 

_ Fig.v 4 is an elevation, with‘ parts ‘m‘sec 
tion, of the upper art of vFig.v 3, looking 
thereat from the rig it; _ . _ 

Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic perspective, 
showing one relation of the driving mecha 
nism for driving in one direction; and f 

Fig. 6 is a similar; view showing the- mech 
anism arranged to drive the printing cylin 
ders in the opposite direction. , 
The invention is directed to improvements 

in fast rotary web presses of the newspaper 
or magazine class7 whereby a. large variety 
of products maybe secured from a press of , 
a given construction, including multi-colored 
products, such as the colored magazines and 
comic sections of newspapers. 
invention isv directed primarily to novel. driv 
ing mechanism for , the various printing 
‘couples, each printing couple being indi 
vidually driven from a common driving 
shaft, vertically, disposed at the side of the 
press, the general arrangement ‘of such a 
driving mechanism being shown and de-. 

The present . 

scribed in Patents No. 700,100 and N o. 700, 
101 to Goss, dated Aug. 10, 1902. 
The invention is shown‘ exemplarily em 

bodied herein in that type of rotary web 
press wherein two vertically-disposed series 
or groups of printing couples are arranged 
at either side of an openspace, with the im 
pression or bl'anket cylinders next to the 
open space, on either side, so that each of 
the impression or. blanket cylinders may be 
readily accessible for changing the blanket, 
making ready, etc., which type of machine 
is broadly shown and described in Patent 

' No. 528,233 to Michaud ‘dated October 30,, 
1894. The broad idea of independent re 
versible gearing or drive. for a press of this 
type is shown and described in Patent Num 
ber 555,460 to Michaud, dated Feb. 25, 1896. 

W'hile the present invention isexemplarily 
disclosed applied‘to a press of the general 
Michaud type, and to a vertically disposed 
shaft drive of the type shownv in the G055 
patents mentioned, the novel features of my 
reversible drive mechanism are equally ap 
plicable to-other general types of presses, 
and in its more important feature it is to a 
great degree independent‘ of the type of 
press in which it may be incorporated and 
used.‘ \ ' 

In the present‘ preferred embodiment, 
‘broadly considered, the printing couples are 
arranged in 'vertically-disposed series or 
rows, at either side of an open space, on 
which space the impression cylinder of each 
printing couple faces. ..~\'driving shaft for 
all the. printing couples of a vertical series 
is vertically disposed at one side or end of 
the series of printing couples, but without 
being in any essential relation to either the 
form cylinders or impression cylinders of 
the various printing couples. Fixed'on this 
vertical driving shaft is a beveled gear'for 
each printing couple, and meshing therewith 
is a continuously inter-meshing beveled gear. 
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This latter beveled gear is in driving rela- ' 
tion with a spur gear, preferably at‘ the op- - 
posite side of the press therefrom. 
Meshing with this spur gear are two gear 

wheels, one on the shaft of the form cyl 
inder and the other on the shaft of the im 
pression, cylinder, these two gear Wheels‘ 
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being alternatively and selectively movable or otherwise attended to. The inking mech 
into and out of mesh with the driving gear 
wheel which in turn is’ driven by the bevel 
gearing already described. 
The selective-and alternative slipping of 

’ these two ‘gears into-and out of mesh with 
the driving gear constitutes means for driv 
ing the printing couples selectively in either 
direction. The two cylinders of the print 
ing couple are caused to rotate inuniso'n by 

‘ means of two continuously meshing gears, 
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one on the shaft of the form cylinder and 
the other on the shaft of the impression'cyl 
inder. v _ , 

It will be understood that the foregoing 
general description of the present preferred 
embodiment of ‘the invention and likewise 
the following full detailed description is 
illustrative and explanatory only, but is not 
restrictive of the invention. It will be ‘un 
derstood further that certain features, ob 
jects and advantages of the invention Will 
be primarilyset forth in connection with the 
ensuing detailed description. , . 

Referring now in detail to ‘the embodi 
ment, illustrated ,by way of example in the 
accompanying drawings, the invention is 
shown applied to a four-deck newspaper 
press‘ adapted to perfect a single web in a 
plurality of colors, or to print a plurality of 
webs on one side, or to perfect them in a 
single color, or in a plurality of colors,‘ de 
pendent upon the number oflwebs, the ar 
rangement thereof in the press, and the di 
rection of rotation selected for different 
printing couples. ‘ ' 
‘The source of vweb supply is not showh, 

7'but a plurality or web rolls are usually in 
. operative relation at the left hand of Fig. 

40 1. ‘ These sources pf web supply will be ade 
quate in number and may be of any known 
or suitable form so‘fa'r as concerns .the main 
features of the present invention.v 

, A p'luralit of printing couples are ‘ar 
ranged one a ove another, and are shown ‘as 
four-in number, the ?rst couple comprising 
impression cylinder 1 and~ form cylinder 2, 
‘the second including impression cylinder 3 

50 
and form cylinder 4, the third having im 
pression cylinder 5 and form cylinder 6, and 
the'fourth having impression cylinder 7 and 
form - cylinder 8.‘ The ‘inking’ mechanism 

. for the’ first- rinting couple is indicated 
diagrammatica ly by 9, that of the second 
printing couple" by 10, that for. the third 

I printing couple by 11 and that for the fourth 
' by . , __ . . 

" These inking mechanisms ‘are ‘preferably ' 
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of‘the usual type,v which‘ is mounted on a 
carriage‘movable to and fro on the machine 
frame from operative position wlth respect 

- to the form ~or plate cylinder, to a retracted 
position leaving space for the plates to be 
changed on‘ the form cylinder. and for the 
"-nking'mechanism to'be cleaned, replenished 

anism for the second printing couple in Fig. 
l shown in retracted position, while those 

“ for the other printing couples are shown in 
operative relation with their respective plate 
cylinders. So .far as, concerns the general 
features of the present invention, the parti 
cular fornrof inking mechanism is imma 
terial.‘ ' i ' » Y ' 

The second series or group of vertically 
d'isposed printing couples is generally simi 
lar to the ?rst, and is spaced away there 
1from in the press to leave room for the pas 
sage of a workman between the two series, 
and has the impression or blanket cylinders 
facing on this open space as disclosed in the 
.Michaud patents already referred to. ‘The 
?rst printing couple in this second series 
comprises an impression cylinder 20 and a 
form cylinder 21, the ,second couple com 

’ prising an in'ipression cylinder 22 and a 
, form cylinder 23, the third .couple compris— 
ing an impression cylinder 24 and a form 
cylinder 25 and the fourth couple compris 
ing an‘ in'lpression cylinder 26_ and- a form 
cylinder 27.‘ The respective inking mecha 
nisms are represented diagrammatically at 
28, 29, 30 and 3t, each of these being shown 
in the operative position with respect to its 
form or plate cylinder. , _ 
The general frame structure of the press 

comprises a plurality of F-shaped members, 
each member being two decks high, and hav 
ing each an upright member 32 and‘ two 
cross members and 34. The two mem 
bers ‘constituting a frame unit are right 
handed and left-handed with respect to each 
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other, and their cross reachesy33 and 34 are > 
bolted together ,at 35 and 36. 'A similar, 
construction and arrangement. may be used 
and is shown, ‘for each pair of printing 
couples andeach pair of decks. A plurality 
ofbracing or cross pieces 37 may be em 
ployed between the different press units. 

' Anysuitable folding mechanisms may be 
‘employed, as may be found advisable or 
desirable with the particular type or con 
struction of press wherein the invention is 
embodied, and in the drawings, ajpair of 
longitudinally disposed single formers 39 
and '40 are'shown with cooperating cross 

‘ folders '41 and. 42. It will'be understood, 
however, that these may be selected and 
varied as desired. A slitter 43 for centrally 
or otherwise slitting the web‘ is_ shown dla 
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grammatically, a turner bar or system of' 
turner bars 44 being also similarly shown. 

details of the‘press drive, a driving shaft 
54 is shown arranged longitudinally beneath 

v and alongside. the press, and this ,may be 
provided with ‘any usual or suitable throw 

- Referring ‘now more vparticularly to the 

125 

out clutch, ]revers1ble gearing drive, or any _ 
other. desired 'or vconvenient connection. 
‘Fixed on shaft 54 Is a bevel gear wheel 
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55, which meshes with a. bevel gear wheel 
56, ?xed on a vertically-disposed driving 
shaft 57. This shaft has individual driving 
connection with each printing couple, but 
is not in any essential relation to the shafts 
of either the impression cylinders or the 
plate cylinders, as the shaft does not drive 
,directly onto the cylinders of the printing 
couples, but the direction-reversing ear 
ing is interposed between the gear w ieels 
on this shaft and the‘cylinders of the print 
ing couple. ' ' 

Shaft 57 is supported in bearings 58, 59, 
60, 61 and 62, carried on the side frame of 
the press, and has ?xed thereto single bevel 
gears 63, 64, 65 and 66, one for each printing 
couple. Meshing with these bevel gear 
wheels, are ‘corresponding bevel gears 68, 
69, 70 and 71, which are in turn ?xed to 
‘corresponding transversely-disposed- shafts, 
journaled in the machine frame. The bevel 
gears on the vertically disposed driving 
shaft 57 and the bevel gears driven thereby 
are "continuously in mesh; 1 ' 

Referring especially to Figs. '3 and 4, 
Which-may be considered exemplary of the 
mechanism for each of the printing couples, 
the bevel gear wheel 63 is in ?xed position 
upon the shaft 57, and is continually in 
mesh. with the bevel,’ gear 68, likewise ‘al 
ready referred to; Bevel gear wheel 68 is 
?xed on a shaft 90, having bearings 91and 
92 in the side frames of the press, the shaft 
extending across ‘the press parallel to the 
shafts of the form cylinder and impression 
cylinder of the particular printing couple. 
On the opposite side of the press shaft 90 
projects beyond the side frame, and ?xed 
thereon is a spur gear wheel 93. > 
The shaft '94 of the impression cylinder 1 

has bearings 95 and 96 in the side frames 
of the press. 

. cylinder 2 has bearings 98 and 99 in the 
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side frames of the press. Means are ‘pro 
' vided for insuring the plate and impression 

cylinders rotating in unison .at all times, 
and for. this purpose, aspur gear 100 is 
?xed to shaft 94 of the impression cylinder, 
and a spur gear 101 is ?xed on the shaft 
,97 of the late cylinder 2, these two gears 
being continuously in mesh. 
In the embodied form of selective revers 

ible drive, there is mounted on the shaft 
94 of the impressionv cylinder, preferably 
exterior to the side frame of the press and 
at the opposite side a spur gear 106. ~G6Z1I‘ 
106 is ?xed to shaft 94 to always rotate 
therewith, but is slidable along the shaft 
into and out of-_mesh with the- spur gear 
93 on'the shaft 90. For this‘purpose gear 
106 has a clamping screw '107 in thehub, 
and it is mounted on shaft 94 by- means 
of a spline or'feather 108 ?xed to the shaft. 
Likewise, a spur gear 109 is mountedv in like 

” position on shaft 97 of ‘the plate cylinder 

The shaft 97 of the form, 

2, to always rotate therewith, but is also - 
slidable into and out of mesh with the gear 
.wheel 93.v For this purpose the hub of gear 
109 is'provided with a clamping screw 110, . 
and the gear wheel is mounted on the shaft 70 
97 by a‘spline or feather 111 ?xed ‘to the . , 
shai' . 

‘Thus by alternatively and selectively slid- - 
ing- gear 'wheels 106 and, 109 into and out of 
mesh with gear wheel 93, the printing couple 
is driven in either direction as desired, ‘the 
gears 100 and 101 always insuring the cyl 
inders of the printing couple rotating to 
getherin unison, and the bevel. gear rive 
from the ‘general ‘shaft being always in J 
mesh. 3 p 
In the perspective diagram of Figs. 5 and 

.6, the relations of the gear wheels, driving 
in either. direction is shown, the arrows on 
the wheels showing the direction of rotation 
inboth cases. The printing cylinders and 
many ‘other parts are omitted from these 
diagrams. In Fig.5 gear wheel 106 is 
‘slipped, and gears 93 and 109-are in mesh, 
and drive theprinting couplesin one direc- - 
tion, as indicated, by the arrows on gears 
100 and 101. In Fig. 6-gear wheel 109 is 
slipped, and gears 93and¢106 are in mesh, 
driving the printing couple in the opposite 
direction, as indicated by the arrows on 
gears 100 and 101. - 
From all the foregoing it will'be under 

stood that a mechanism has been provided 
constituting an exemplary ‘embodiment of 
the invention, and realizing the objects and 
advantages herein set forth, together with 
other objects and advantages. It will, be 
understood further that departures may be 
made from the exact mechanism as shown 
and described,’ within the scope of the ac 
companying claims, without departing from 
the principles‘ of theinvention and without 
sacri?cino' its chief advantages. 
What f claim is :— ' 
1. A printing press including in combina 

tion a plurality‘ of- printing couples, a com 
mon driving shaft therefor, a driving gear 
wheel on‘. the driving shaft for each printing 
couple, a'driven. gear wheel continuously in 
mesh‘ with'said driving gear and a slip gear 
reversing mechanism between said driven 
gears and their printing couples; _ 

2. A printing press'incl'uding in combina 
tion a plurality of printino‘ couples, a com 
mon drivin shaft therefjor having ?xed 
thereon against longitudinal movement a 
plurality of permanently meshed driving 
gears, direct connections from each of saidv 
driving gears to one of said printing couples, 
each of said connections including a slip 
gear reversing mechanism. _ 

3. A printing press including in combina-_ 
tion a plurality of printing couples, common 
driving means therefor at one side- of the 
press, direct connections fromf said'common 
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i from said common ‘driving means to each ‘ 

4 
driving means to each printing couple, said 
connections comprising a slip gear reversing, 
mechanism at the opposite side of the press. 

4:. A printing press including in combina 
tion a plurality of printingcouples, common 
driving means ' therefor, ' direct connections 
from said common driving means to- each 
printing couple, said connections comprising 
a slip gear reversing mechanism, on the 
printing cylinder shafts. , i I 

5. A printing press including in combina 
tion a plurality of printing couples, com 
mon driving means therefor at one side of 
the press, direct connections from-said com 
mon driving means to each printing couple, 
said connections comprising a slip-gear re 
versing mechanism at ‘the opposite side of 
the press on the printing cylinder shafts. 

6. A printing press including in combina 
tion a plurality 
mon driving s aft therefor, a driving gear 
wheel on the driving shaft for each printing 
couple, a driven gear wheel continuously in 
mesh with said driving gear and a slip gear 
reversing mechanism between said driven 
gears and their printin ,coupies including 
a gear wheelon the sha t of a printing cyl 
inder. _. - t 

'7.‘ A printing press including in combina 
tion a plurality of printing couples, a com— 
mon driving shaft therefor at one side of 
‘the press, a driving gear wheel on the vdriv- . 
111g shaft-for eachprinting couple, a driven" 
gear wheel continuously in mesh with said 

' driving gear _' and a slip gear reversing 
mechanismbetween said driven gears and‘ 
"their printing ~couples, including a_ gear 

~ Wheel on the shaft of a printing cylinder at 
the-opposite side of the press. ~ - 

8. A1 printing oress including in ‘combina 
tion a plurality of printing couples, common 
drivingmeans therefor, direct connections 

printing couple,‘ said- connections comprising 
continuously intermeshing bevel gears and a 
slip gear reversing ‘mechanisms 

9. A printing press including in combina 
tion a plurality of printing couples, common ' 
driving means therefor at one side of the 
press, direct connections from said common 
driving means'to each printing couple, said 
connections comprising continuously ‘inter 
-_me'shing.bevel gears ‘and a slip gear revers 
ing'lmechanisnrat the opposite side of the 
press. Y‘ ‘ '1 ' _ _ ' .l 

_ _'10.- A- printing press including in combi 
‘ nation a pluralityof printing couples, com 
monfdriving means therefor, direct connec 
tions from said common driving means to 

65 

I each printing couple, said connections com 
prising contlnuously intermeshmg' bevel 
gears and aslip gear reversing'mechanism 
on theprinting cylinder shafts, I 

11. A printing. press including in. combi 
nation a plurality of printing couples, com- I 

of printing vcouples, a_ com; 
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mon drivin means therefor at one side of 
the press, direct connections'from said com 
mon'driving means to each printing couple, 
said connections comprising continuously in 
termeshing bevel gears and a slip gear re 
versing mechanism at the opposite side of 
the press on the printing cylinder shafts. 
. 12. A printing press including in combi 
nation a plurality of printing couples, com-' 
mon driving means therefor, direct connec 
tions from said common driving means to 
each printing couple, said connections com 
prising continuously interineshing bevel 
gears and a slip gear reversing mechanisml 
including. a gearwheel on the shaft of a 
printing cylinder. ' 

13. A printing press including in combi-lv 
nation‘a plurality 'of printing couples ar 
ranged in a vertical‘ series, a common verti 
cal drivin<r shaft therefor, a continuously 
inter-meshing vgear drive on the shaft for 
each printing couple and a slip gear revers 
ing mechanism between said intermeshing 
drive and the printing couple. , 
,14. A printing press including in_combi 

nation a plurality of printing couples ar 

80 

ranged in a vertical series, a common verti-- ‘ 
cal .(lrivingshafttherefor, a continuously 
'intermeshing gear drive on the shaft for 
each printing couple and a slip gear revers 
ing mechanism between said intermeshing 
drive and the‘ printing couple including a’ 
gear on a printing cylinder shaft. 

vl5. A printing press including in combi 
nation a plurality 'of printing couples ar 
ranged in a vertical series, a common verti- ' 
cal driving shaft therefor, a'continuously 
intermeshing gear drive on the shaft for 

Ion 

each printingv couple and a slip gear mecha- ' ' 
nism between aid intermeshing drive and 
the printing couple including a gear on each 
cylinder shaft of the printingv couple. 

16. A printing press ‘including incombié 
nation a plurality of rinting couples ar 
ranged inva vertical series, a common verti 
cal driving shaft there‘for at one side ofthe ' 
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press,- a continuously intermeshing gear ‘drive ' 
on, the shaft for each printing couple and a 
slip gear reversing mechanisnjr between said 
inter-meshing drive and the printing couple 
including a gear on a printing cylinder shaft 
at the opposite side of ,the press. ~ 

'17 . A printingpress including in combi— , 
nationla plurality of printing‘ vcouples ar 
ranged m a vertical serles, a common .vertl 
cal driving shaft therefor at one side of the. 
press, a continuously . intermeshing gear‘ 
drive on the shaft for each printing couple 
and- a slip 

the printing couple at the opposite side of 
_ theqpress." - i - > 

18. A printing'press includingvi'n combi_-. 
nation‘ a plurality of printing couples ar 

, gear mechanism between ‘said 7 
. intermeshmg. drive and the printing _ couple 
including a gear on'each cylinder shaft of’ 
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ranged in a vertical series, a common verti~ 

10 

cal drivino- shaft therefor, a gear drive on 
the shaft fbr each printing couple and a slip 
gear reversing mechanism between said in 
termeshing drive and the printing couple. 

19. A printing press including'in combi 
nation a plurality of printing couples ar 
ranged in a vertical series, a common verti 
cal drivino‘ shaft therefor, a gear drive on 
the shaft for each printing couple and a slip 
gear reversing mechanism between said 
intermeshing drive and the printing couple 

, including a gear on a printing cylinder shaft. 
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20. A printing press including in combi 
nation a plurality of printing couples ar— 
ranged in a vertical series, a common verti-' 
cal- drivin shaft therefor, a gear drive on 
the shaft or each printing couple and a slip - 
gear mechanism between said intermeshing 
drive and the printing couple including a 
gear on each cylinder shaft of the printing 
couple. _ I _ \ 

21. A printingpress including in combi 
nation a plurality of printing couples ar 
ranged in a vertical series, a common verti 
cal driving shaft therefor at one side of the 
press, a gear drive on the shaft for ‘each 
printing couple and a. slip gear reversing 
mechanism‘ between‘said intermeshing drive 

and the printing couple including a gear on 
a printing cylinder shaft at the opposite side 
of the press. _ 

22. A printing press including in combi 
nation a printing couple and driving mecha 
nism therefor including a continuously 
driven ‘rear wheel and a slip gear on'each 
shaft of? the couple selectively movable into 
mesh with the continuously drivenv gear. 

' 23. A printing press including in combi 
nation a printing couple and driving mech 
anism therefor including a continuously\ 
driven Gear wheel and a sli gear on each 
shaft of the couple selectivelly movable into' 
mesh ‘with the continuously driven gear and 
means for causing the printing cylmders to 
rotate in unison. 

- 24. A printing press including in combi 
nation a printing couple and driving mech 
anism therefor including a continuously‘ 
driven gear wheel and a slip gear on each 
‘shaft of the couple selectivel ‘ movable into 
mesh with the continuously riven gear and 
intermeshing gears mounted on, and ?xed to 
rotate with,‘ the printing cylinder shafts. 
In testimony whereof, I have signed my 

name to this; speci?cation. 

MARTIN w. BRUESHABER. 
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